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Abstract
Metrics commonly used to assess the energy efficiency of data centres are analysed through performing and
critiquing a case study calculation of energy efficiency. Specifically, the energy efficiency metric Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE), which has become a de-facto standard within the data centre industry, will be assessed. This is
achieved by using open source specifications for a data centre in Prineville, Oregon, USA provided by the Open
Compute Project launched by the social networking company Facebook. The usefulness of the PUE metric to the IT
industry is critically assessed and it is found that whilst it is important for encouraging lower energy consumption in data
centres, it does not represent an unambiguous measure of energy efficiency.
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Introduction

centres is of key importance if green house gas emissions
By providing the Information Technology (IT)
from electricity generation are to be reduced. In order to
backbone for banks, businesses, hospitals, universities,
measure the energy efficiency of data centres, metrics are
and many other important services including the internet,
a useful tool. However these metrics need to be fit for
data centres have become an integral part of operations
purpose [10] as inappropriate ones can act as a barrier to
across the world.

Such facilities house IT equipment
increased energy efficiency [7].

providing the means to store, process and share data. In
the ten years leading to 2005 servers have been

2

The Power Usage Effectiveness Metric

developed to operate at higher processing speeds
A range of metrics are currently available to assess
resulting in the associated waste heat dissipated by a
data centres, however there is one particular metric that
typical rack increasing from 1 kW to 12 kW [1]. A survey
has over time become a de-facto industry standard. The
by the Uptime Institute in 2012 found that the average
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) metric introduced in
rack density to be slightly lower at 8.4kW, although their
2006 [11] and promoted by the Green Grid (a non-profit
highest surveyed rack was 24kW [2]. Together with an
organisation of IT professionals) in 2007 [12] has become
increase in the number of servers due to societal demand,
the most commonly used metric for reporting the ‘energy
electricity consumption both for computing and ancillary
efficiency’ of data centres [7, 13, 14]. The PUE is useful
building services in data centres worldwide has led to a
to present the proportion of energy which is actually used
higher level of CO2 emissions.
to operate the IT equipment with respect to the total
In 2011, it was reported that data centres consume
power draw of a facility, and is defined in equation (1). A
1.1% - 1.5% of worldwide electricity [3] with estimates
partial PUE (pPUE) [15] can be used to assess the energy
showing that up to 2% of global CO2 emissions can be
use of individual systems (such as cooling) compared to
accounted for by the IT sector [4]. A number of studies
the IT load.
conducted on energy consumption and efficiency in data
PUE = Total Facility Energy /IT Equipment Energy
centres have estimated that they consume 40 [5], 15 [6]
(1)
or 10-30 times [7] more energy per square foot compared
Although it is named the ‘power’ usage effectiveness,
to commercial office space. Similar studies on 14 data
the metric actually measures the energy use of the data
centres by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
centre. Yuventi and Mehdizadeh suggest adjusting the
(LBNL) found energy consumption was between 120-940
W/m2 [8] whereas only 50-100 W/m2 was consumed in a

name of PUE to Energy Usage Effectiveness or EUE to
avoid any confusion between power and energy

typical commercial office space [9]. Assessing the energy

measurements [16]. Only an instantaneous value gives

A short assessment period was also used in [10], with the

the power usage, however the PUE needs to be measured

power requirement for the IT equipment only being taken

over a year, hence it measures energy. The PUE is used at

over one month. Clearly, it is important to record the

the design stage of projects to present a data centres’

PUE over a representative period so that a realistic

potential ‘energy efficiency’ then used post construction

annualised average can be obtained, as demonstrated

to aid in energy costing and monitoring the use of power.

hypothetically in [16] and discussed in [18]. Only when

However, during the design stage accurate measurement

the relevant data is collected over a year can a true

is not possible and hence advertised PUE values are

representation of total energy use be presented, as it

purely estimation. The metric has however still become a

includes any influences from fluctuations in weather and

marketing tool, with owners/designers using it to promote

IT load demand. Another study measured the energy

the potential ‘efficiency’ of their data centre.

consumption of two data centres in Singapore at intervals

A PUE of 1 would be an ideal number; however this

of 10 minutes for the duration of a week, presenting

is not theoretically possible as it will always take some

detailed information regarding the energy consumption of

form of energy consumption to support the IT equipment.

the IT, HVAC, UPS and lighting systems [9]. Due to the

There is currently not enough data to illustrate the PUE of

local

data centres on a world-wide scale [7] however, some

temperatures, the data could be extrapolated to represent

smaller studies have been completed. 70% of 115

a whole year. Despite this ability to measure a shorter

respondents in one particular study were aware of their

period of time due to constant temperatures, this may still

PUE and an overall average value of 1.69 was reported

not be long enough to measure any variations in the IT

[17]. A similar study for 22 data centres found PUE

load.

climate

experiencing

relatively

constant

values of between 1.33 and 3 with an average value of

Even though the PUE metric is widely adopted in the

2.04 [6]. However neither of these studies provides

industry there are some inherent problems with its

detailed information regarding the locality of each

indiscriminate

facility, the scale of the operations within them, or how

interpretation and reporting of results. One of the

the energy consumption assessment was carried out.

problems with the PUE is that a significant amount of

use,

especially

in

the

calculation,

A more in depth analysis of energy consumption was

data is required (multiple parameters need to be measured

provided in [1] which assesses the energy consumption of

over an entire year), making a direct verification difficult

a small data centre in Linköping, Sweden. Unfortunately,

without access to this data. It can also be difficult to

the energy consumption assessment of this data centre

produce a design PUE that is a correct estimation for real

was only conducted during the coldest month of the year.

life data centre operation. The difficulties of calculating

the PUE without direct access to detailed data are

with confidence. If energy use metrics are to be

explored in this work. A more open access industry

improved, it is important that reporting is transparent.

regarding energy consumption would allow more ideas to

This problem also makes it hard to communicate ideas

be shared and more savings to be made.

for reducing energy consumption within data centres.

Limited studies exist in the literature critically

We investigate the PUE metric in more detail

assessing the PUE despite the inherent problems with this

providing a critical analysis of its use. In order to aid in

metric. The PUE is reviewed along with other common

this analysis, open source specifications for a particular

metrics in one study [19] and authors in [16] provide a

data centre [20] are used to conduct a PUE calculation.

detailed assessment of the usefulness of PUE as a

This would be a similar method to that conducted during

sustainability metric. However the focus in the latter is on

the design process of the data centre using the typical

stressing that the PUE should be measured over a

(limited) information available to designers. Due to this,

representative period, even though this is already the

the study also serves to illustrate the difficulties of

defined intention of the metric.

determining the PUE before the data centre is live. The

An analysis of the literature has highlighted a lack of

energy usage values estimated will then be used to

extensive energy consumption calculations which run for

investigate the affect different parameters have on the

an annual cycle. It also shows a lack of detail in some

PUE metric. The results from the case study show the

studies for calculation of the energy efficiency, an

difficulty of repeating a PUE measurement without

exception is [5] which provides good detail (including

detailed information, with the sensitivity analysis

information about hardware and cooling systems) and

demonstrating that some factors can affect the PUE value

collates data over an entire year. Whilst there is literature

more significantly than others.

available on the method of calculating the PUE, none

We now describe the case study PUE measurement

look into the sensitivity of PUE to certain parameters or

that uses data published in the Open Compute Project

attempt to repeat a PUE calculation using open source

[20]. This project provides information and specifications

information. Any PUE values that are presented in the

for a data centre based in Prineville, Oregon in the USA.

literature are subject to strict privacy measures due to the

The data centre is operated by the social networking

sensitive nature of the industry, and the tendency of

company Facebook and as such provides the IT services

companies to be somewhat elusive about their designs

to support their website and users. One of the objectives

means that data centres often have their energy

of the Open Compute project, is to share information and

consumption kept hidden from the public domain [10].

ideas about how to save energy in data centres. Initiatives

This makes it difficult to assess or verify PUE reporting

such as this are important for the industry as sharing ideas

Compute website [21]) is given as 450 W (this power will

will help to drive down energy consumption.

also supply the internal fans in the server units). It is also
known that 30 servers are supported in each rack, the

3

A Case Study on the Prineville Data Centre,
racks being arranged in groups of three, termed as ‘triplet
Oregon
racks’ [22]. This leads to a maximum rating of 40.5 kW
The aim of this case study is to use limited open

per triplet rack. However, there is no indication in the

source information to calculate the PUE of a data centre.

specifications as to how many of these triplet racks or

The collated data will then be used to investigate the

servers there are in the entire facility, information which

sensitivity of the PUE to certain parameters. A secondary

would make comparing energy use easier. Due to this, the

aim of this case study is to see how much detail has been

energy consumption of the servers and the PUE will be

shared in the Open Compute project and whether more is

estimated for one triplet rack. This does not account for

required

other services, for example switches or storage, and is the

to

consumption.

enable
We

true

are

not

comparisons
aiming

to

of

energy

present

a

best estimate possible with this limited information.

methodology for calculating the PUE in this work,

A server’s power draw varies over time and they

although the model presented could be used during the

rarely operate at 100% of their rated power. They will

design stage of data centres, especially those that employ

also rarely operate at a full 100% CPU utilization,

direct air cooling. The following section presents the

sometimes operating at a value as low as 10% [23].

calculation of the PUE using the information available

Despite the variation though, an idle server (very low to

from the Open Compute project. The main aim of the

zero CPU utilization) will still use a significant

following case study is to identify issues with reporting

proportion of its rated power [24]. This proportion can be

the energy efficiency of a data centre and problems with

as high as 60% [25]. Without any usage data, we make

using the PUE metric.

the conservative assumption that the servers discussed
above draw a continual 60% of the rated power, this

3.1

The Energy Consumption of the IT Servers
gives an annual energy consumption of 212,868
Measurement of the PUE requires the energy

kWh/annum per triplet rack. Using a peak value of 60%

consumption of the servers to be accounted for. Whilst

is a significant assumption to make (although the

the Open Compute specifications do not indicate how

sensitivity of this will be examined below), given that the

much power is required to serve the total IT load in the

servers will not be using this level of power continuously

data hall, the power supplied to each custom built server

throughout the year; however this assumption needed to

(further details of which can be found on the Open

be made given the limited amount of information

provided in the Open Compute documents. Without

depend heavily on the design of the data centre (e.g. flow

direct access to the power use of the IT equipment, it is

paths, duct sizes, distribution tiles).

difficult to make an accurate prediction. This highlights a

The other significant pressure drop is across the rack

crucial inaccuracy that can arise from estimating the

server itself. Manufacturers generally specify on-board

energy consumption or PUE for a data centre still in the

fans to ensure a low net pressure drop from the front to

design phase. The sensitivity of the PUE value to the

the back; one of the costs of cooling high density

assumed IT load is analysed in Section 3.5.

electronics is the energy associated with accelerating air
to high velocities to affect the necessary heat transfer

3.2

Energy Consumption of the Air Handling and
from the surface of heat exchangers and components
Cooling Systems
within the server. Since fans generally sit within the rack
Energy costs for cooling and distribution of the air to

server, this implicitly includes part of the energy costs for

maintain integrity of the electrical components can be

air distribution within the IT load. A move away from the

significant. Depending on site location, air conditioning

multitude of small (inefficient) on-board fans to a larger

can consume a significant fraction of the energy required

fan unit that pressurised the inlet side of the server would

to run the ancillary services. In the case of the Prineville

lead to a larger PUE – despite a total reduction in energy

data centre, cooling is achieved through air-side

consumption. In terms of air delivery, the Open Compute

economisation, where filtered outside air is delivered

document indicates that each server would require a

directly to the servers, and a high pressure misting system

maximum 0.028 m3s-1 of air flow equating to 2.55 m3s-1

provides evaporative cooling and humidification. The

per triplet rack [26]. Along with pressure drop values for

facility uses hot aisle containment, with the air being

the whole system, the design air flow rate can be used to

delivered to the cold aisles through a series of rooms

determine the total power required to operate the air

which house filters, misting jets, and fans [22].

distribution system. Open compute state that the filters in
use have a pressure drop of 67 Pa at an air flow of 2.54

3.3

Air Distribution – The Power Required to Operate

ms-1 [22]. If additional pressure drops due to fans and air

the Fans
distribution were provided then the total energy
Air delivered to and from the servers will experience

requirement could be calculated.

a series of pressure drops, for example due to filtration,

However, detailed information about pressure drops

distribution to the cold side through vents and down

and also room layout are not available. Therefore it is not

aisles, and (similarly) through the return path. This will

possible to calculate the power required to provide air
distribution within the data centre. Energy consumption

for air distribution is therefore incorporated into the

outside air properties for each hour of the year

estimated energy use of the evaporative cooling system in

represented by a point on the graph.

the following section.

The mechanical specifications for the Open Compute
project provide a description of the modes of operation

3.3.1

The Energy Consumption of the Evaporative
for the cooling system (table 1), and the psychrometric
Cooling System
properties required for each one. Figure 1 is divided into

Electronic components have increased failure rates
sections illustrating the cooling systems modes of
when operating above or below allowable temperature
operation as per the specifications. The chart has been
and humidity levels [27]. The ASHRAE TC 9.9
used in conjunction with the weather data to calculate the
guidelines recommend a delivery temperature range of
proportion of the year that the misting system is required
18°C-27°C and a humidity range of 5.5°C dew point to
to provide evaporative cooling or humidification. Figure
60% relative humidity and 15°C dew point [28], although
2 illustrate the results of this analysis.
the maximum allowable envelope within ASHRAE is
actually wider than this. Data centres which employ airside economisation take advantage of a recent expansion
of the recommended ASHRAE operating envelope, as
they allow ambient outside air to be delivered directly to
the servers for a greater proportion of the year. Whilst
there is an associated increase in expected failure rates
associated with operating outside the allowable envelope,
ASHRAE provide factors which show that this increase is
actually very low especially, especially for regions such
as North America [28].
In order to calculate the energy consumption of the

Figure 1 Psychrometric chart with weather data for Redmond,

cooling system, weather data must be used for the local

Oregon and the cooling system modes A to G for the data centre

area. Data from the same weather station given in the

as per information from (Jay Park, 2011, Open Compute

Open Compute specifications was used for this case study

Project: Data Center v1.0).Also shown is the ASHRAE

(sourced from [29]). The data used is a Typical
Meteorological Year data set for Redmond, Oregon.
Figure 1 (plotted using a Matlab code [30]) shows the
weather data plotted on a psychrometric chart with the

recommended envelope

Table 1 Description of each mode of operation for the cooling

by using the psychrometric relationship between relative

system

humidity ( ), air pressure (P), and saturation vapour

Mode Operation of Cooling System

pressure (Ps) as shown in equation 4. Explanations of this

A

equation can be found in [31, 32];

Evaporative cooling provides humidification,
mixing of outdoor/return air to raise temperature

B

100% outdoor air, evaporative cooling provides

(4)

m = (0.6219 Ps)/(P- Ps)
Given that;

humidification

For 0°C < T < 63.0°C; Ps =
C

100% outdoor air

D

100% outdoor air, cooled by evaporative cooling

E

100% outdoor air, cooled by evaporative cooling

F

Mixing of outdoor and return air

G

Mixing of outdoor and return air

610.78exp. [17.269T/(237.3+T)]
For T < 0°C; Ps =
610.78exp. [21.874T/(265+0.9615T)]

E: 0.11
D: 1.94
C: 4.17

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) calculate the saturation vapour
pressure

F: 0.06

(5)

[32], having been modified for different

temperature ranges based upon original work in [33]. The

G: 10.01

above set of equations are used to calculate the quantity
of water that needs to be added to the outside air per hour

B: 7.01

given the ambient conditions and the required conditions
of the air supplied to the servers. The TMY weather data
A: 76.70

was used to see how much cooling would be required for
each hour of the year to bring the air to the minimum

Figure 2 Percentage of the year each system mode (A-G) is in

standards required by the design requirements for the data

operation for, based upon weather data

centre (boundary C in Figure 1). Calculations conducted
using the above equations estimate that the amount of

The analysis shows that the misting system will need

water required during a typical year would be 148 m3 per

to be in operation for 85.8% of the year. In order to

triplet rack (equivalent to 6.1 m3/kW of cooling load

account for the pumping power, it is necessary to

given continuous 60% server power utilisation), with a

calculate the amount of water that needs to be delivered

maximum flow rate during the year of 0.054 m3/hour per

to the supply air through the misting system. The TMY

triplet rack (0.7 l/kWh). Given the water flow, it would

weather data was once again used to calculate the

be possible to then calculate the energy required to pump

moisture content of the outdoor air relative to the

this through the misting system. However no details

required moisture content of the supply air to the data

about

hall. Calculation of the moisture content (m) was possible

energy

utilisation

during

pumping,

spray

generation or filtration are provided. This means that it

wiring providing an additional environmental benefit.

was necessary to use power consumption figures from

Using Power over Ethernet, energy consumption for the

another data centre. A comparison has therefore been

LED lamps can be included in the denominator of the

made to a data centre in Bedford, UK which uses

PUE, reducing its value when compared to more

evaporative cooling and requires 4kW for the air

traditional lighting arrangements. Whilst there is a

distribution fans and high pressure pumps when the

reduction in the energy consumption due to the use of

misting system is in operation [34].

LED lamps, there may be an additional decrease in the

Using the figures provided for the Bedford facility,

PUE by including the lighting in the denominator. This is

and given that the water flow rate in Prineville is 3.8

one of the ways that the PUE metric can be used

times higher, it could be approximated that 119 W is

incorrectly.

required to operate the misting pumps and air distribution
3.3.2.2 Electrical Losses
fans for each triplet rack. This gives a total predicted
The power distribution system in a typical data centre
consumption of 893 kWh/annum per triplet rack. Since
will incur losses of energy through inefficiencies in its
the data in [34] incorporates air conditioning and air
equipment, mainly the transformers, Power Distribution
distribution, the figure above is increased to incorporate
Unit (PDU) and the Uninterruptible Power Supply units
the 14.2% of the year when the misting system is not in
(UPSs). The Prineville facility makes use AC supply with
operation, giving a consumption of 1,048 kWh/annum.
a DC backup system to protect servers in the event of a
This will be a slight over estimate in energy
power supply failure, which requires a continuous supply
requirements, since the droplet misting is not required,
of DC power to the servers. With a 95% efficient power
however filtration will still be required to maintain a
delivery network, this is another contributing factor
clean environment within the data centre.
towards high efficiency in the data centre. There is also a
3.3.2

Miscellaneous

and

Other

Loads

on

the

Electrical System

loss due to power transformation of 2%

[35].

The

energy losses in the power network are calculated here
based upon the IT load, air distribution and evaporative

3.3.2.1 Lighting
cooling systems, totalling a loss of 15,854 kWh/annum
The data centre uses LEDs which are much more
per triplet rack.
energy efficient than incandescent lamps. Power is
delivered to them through network cables rather than

3.4

Energy Efficiency of the Prineville Data Centre

electrical wires, a method known as Power over Ethernet.
Material is saved through the reduced need for electrical

The values computed above are now used in Equation
1 to produce a PUE value for a triplet rack as follows;

PUE = (212,868 + 1048 + 15,854)/212,868 = 1.08
(7)
Facebook reports that the Prineville data centre

energy used by the equipment and infrastructure in the
facility (WT) plus the energy losses due to inefficiencies
in the power delivery network (WL), hence;

achieved a PUE of 1.08 (for the end of quarter three in

PUE = (WT + WL)/WIT

(8)

2011) [35]. The live PUE reporting tool provided for the

In a typical data centre the total energy consumption,

data centre indicates that the PUE has fluctuated between

WT, includes the energy used by the IT equipment and

1.11 and 1.07 over the year leading to June 2013 [36].

supporting infrastructure. The following sensitivity

The calculations above appear to enable this PUE figure

analysis considers the effects that the electrical losses, IT

to be reproduced accurately, even though loads such as

load and the humidification system at Prineville have on

plant room lighting and generator heaters have not been

the PUE. The analysis consisted of three scenarios to see

included. It is clear from the numbers in (7) that the

which parameter causes the largest changes in PUE. The

energy usage of the cooling system is very small

power requirement for the humidification system and the

compared to the IT energy usage, this is due to the design

efficiency of the power distribution network were

of this particular data centre. Although assumptions were

increased or decreased by 20% and 1% respectively.

made during the calculation, this means that any

Then the IT equipment was investigated by decreasing

inaccuracies in estimating the energy consumption of the

the power draw of the servers to 20% and increasing it to

cooling system are unlikely to cause large differences in

80%. Within each scenario, only one parameter was

the calculated PUE in this case. Differences in the

changed. When it came to decreasing the utilisation of the

cooling system energy usage are examined below in the

IT equipment, the cooling and air distribution power

sensitivity analysis.

requirements were not scaled down to account for the
lower IT load, as this does not always happen in data

3.5

Sensitivity Analysis
centres [37].
Despite the assumptions that needed to be made, the

Figure 3 illustrates the percentage changes in the PUE

above PUE analysis provides a good estimate of the

value depending on which parameter has been altered. It

published value from Open Compute. In this section a

demonstrates that an alteration in the energy use of a

brief sensitivity analysis of the effect of these

particular system causes a corresponding change in the

assumptions on the calculated PUE is carried out. The

PUE value. Changes in the energy consumption of the

PUE is defined as the total energy use divided by the

cooling system have minimal effect on the PUE value,

energy consumed by the IT equipment (WIT). Total

whereas a much larger difference is noted when changes

energy consumption is equal to the total amount of

in the energy consumption of the IT load and efficiency

of the power supply network are made. It is clear from
Increased Value

Humidification

Decreased Value

the graph that the greatest impact on the PUE came from

Power Supply

changing these latter values. For the power supply
efficiency, the changes are even more important when

IT Load

considering that this was only altered by ±1%, leading to
-2.5

a corresponding

-2

1% change in PUE. By comparison,

-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
Percentage Change in PUE (%)

1

the PUE changed minimally (±0.1%) when the power

Figure 3 Percentage changes in PUE as a result of altering

required for humidification was altered by ±20%. The

different parameters within the metric: (i) humidification by

significance of the power distribution efficiency ( E) and
the IT load can be explained by the following

±20%, (ii)

4

E

by ±1%, (iii) IT load by -40% and +20%

Critical Assessment of the PUE Metric

expressions, given their relationship to the total energy
A number of significant assumptions were required to

use in the facility;
WL = (WT/W E) - WT

complete the PUE analysis using the Open Compute

(9)

project, together with (at times) convoluted ways of

Therefore;
(10)

PUE = [WT + (WT/ E) – WT]/WIT
PUE = WT/( EWIT)

(11)

Equation (10) highlights the fact that whatever energy
savings are made in the data centre, the power
distribution efficiency and IT load will still have a
significant effect on the overall PUE value.
The sensitivity analysis also demonstrates that the
PUE should be used with caution due to the effect of IT
load changes. For example, if the IT load increases
through improved utilisation, the PUE will reduce in spite

estimating power requirements. A more realistic PUE
could have been calculated if information about the
number of racks and the mix of ancillary IT equipment,
together with engineering specifications of the air
handling units was available. Despite this, the estimated
PUE agreed with that published through the Open
Compute project. The main aim of this study has been to
assess some of the issues surrounding the use of PUE, its
findings are now summarised.

4.1

Benefits

of the increased overall power consumption in the data
centre. This highlights the fact that a reduced PUE can
predict that a data centre is operating more efficiently
even though its overall energy consumption has
increased, and vice versa. This is one of the PUE’s main
limitations as an energy efficiency metric.

Measuring the energy efficiency of a data centre is
clearly very important if carbon emissions from the IT
sector are to be reduced, and if companies are to reduce
their electricity consumption. The PUE metric is useful to
the individual data centre in assessing overall energy
consumption since large values are clear indicators of

1.5

system inefficiency. It is also useful for recording annual

consumption (although unless the cooling system power

variations in usage effectiveness as it should be

is reduced the PUE will increase).

monitored continuously over a year. The metric has also

The PUE does not accurately reflect the overall

gone some way to creating competition, driving

energy efficiency of a data centre as it does not include

efficiencies up as advertised PUE values become lower.

the efficiency of power use in the IT equipment. A data
centre with a low PUE but with low server utilisation can

4.2

Limitations
be less efficient overall than a facility with a higher PUE
Through the study of PUE, it is clear that there are

value and a higher server utilisation.

some issues involved with the metric. Measurement of

Problems can also arise with the reporting of the PUE

the PUE involves accounting for the energy consumption

metric. Ideally, the PUE should be reported along with

of a number of different systems. It has been found that

information regarding what period it is measured over,

unless direct access to data and information is provided,

and where the power measurements are taken. This

detailed measurement of the PUE is a difficult task. .

would limit the problem that has arisen with the PUE

Whilst the Open Compute project is open source, there

value of different facilities being compared. This was

was not sufficient information to conduct a detailed re-

never the original intention of the metric – differences in

calculation of the PUE and hence the calculation could

locality (and hence climate) will inherently affect the

only be done based upon one triplet rack.

ultimate PUE achievable at a given location due to the

It is crucial that an accurate IT load is used for the

requirements for cooling of the servers. The comparison

PUE, and that it is not based upon the rated power use of

of a facility where free cooling is available with one that

the equipment [38]. Accuracy in the IT load is one of the

is not, says little about the inherent efficiency of the

major factors affecting the measurement of the PUE

equipment. A comparison of data centres that includes

metric, as utilisation of the servers has an important effect

climate information and data analysis alongside the PUE

on IT energy consumption and hence the overall PUE

would give a more comparable ranking of energy

value. The sensitivity analysis showed that the PUE will

efficiency.

tend to increase if the IT load decreases and the cooling

At the design stage of a data centre, an estimated PUE

system is not scaled back to account for this change.

value will normally be used as a marketing tool to

Careful

are

potential owners. However, once the data centre is

progressively loaded to capacity could allow some

operational it is normally only able to achieve this PUE

servers to be switched off [39]. This will reduce energy

value when it is at full IT capacity. This means that

use

of

virtualization

where

servers

comparing a PUE value of data centres is somewhat

meaningless unless it is known whether it is operating at

be calculated. Even when open source specifications are

full capacity or not. The PUE metric is more useful for

given around IT choice, this level of detail is not

data centres that are operating at full IT capacity, as this

necessarily available. The assumptions made in this work

should mean that the supporting infrastructure is also

enabled good agreement of the published PUE for a data

operating at its designed capacity. The reuse of waste

centre to be completed. However the data centre in this

heat either within the data centre or by an external

study is a special case and has a unique design, leading to

consumer (such as heating in an office) is a valuable

low energy consumption by the cooling system. Due to

method

of reducing overall energy consumption.

this, the energy use of the cooling system has little effect

However, the PUE itself does not take into account any

on the PUE value. The case study also illustrates the ease

reuse of energy, for this purpose the Green Grid created

of simplifying the PUE calculation to achieve a good

the ERE or the Energy Reuse Effectiveness [40]. As the

value, something which may occur during the design

PUE only assesses the actual consumption of energy

process.

within the data centre, it is not designed to incorporate

The sensitivity analysis shows that once a data centre

any reuse of waste heat from the servers. Technology that

has made significant energy savings through reducing

enables the reuse of heat within the data centre itself such

cooling system power requirements (as in the case of the

as the absorption chillers suggested by Haywood et al

data centre assessed in this work), the efficiency of the

[41] is not able to have its full benefits reflected in the

power supply network and the IT load will have the

PUE. Therefore in situations such as this, careful use of

largest effect on the PUE value. The analysis also

the correct metric is needed to enable the technologies

highlights problems with the relationship between

full benefits to be realised, Haywood et al suggest the use

changing IT loads and the PUE value, demonstrating that

of an alternative metric to the PUE.

the PUE metric must be used with caution. This is due to
the

5

fact

that

energy

saving

measures

such

as

Conclusion
virtualization can actually increase the PUE, falsely
Metrics are essential if energy efficiency and energy

implying a less energy-efficient operation.

consumption are to be assessed in a data centre; however

The PUE metric has over time become a marketing

they must be suitable and fit for purpose. A case study

tool to present the overall energy efficiency of a facility.

has been conducted in order to analyse the PUE metric

Despite the fact that PUE values cannot be directly

which has become a de-facto industry standard. This case

compared, its use has helped to create an industry where

study has demonstrated the type of detailed engineering

data centres have become more competitive in their

data that is needed in order for meaningful PUE values to

energy use and efficiency. The metric has helped to set

benchmarks for energy consumption relative to the IT

6
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